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Prostaglandin Signaling Governs Spike Timing-Dependent
Plasticity at Sensory Synapses onto Mouse Spinal
Projection Neurons

X Jie Li, X Elizabeth Serafin, and X Mark L. Baccei
Pain Research Center, Department of Anesthesiology, University of Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati OH 45267

Highly correlated presynaptic and postsynaptic activity evokes spike timing-dependent long-term potentiation (t-LTP) at primary
afferent synapses onto spinal projection neurons. While prior evidence indicates that t-LTP depends upon an elevation in intracellular
Ca 2� within projection neurons, the downstream signaling pathways that trigger the observed increase in glutamate release from sensory
neurons remain poorly understood. Using in vitro patch-clamp recordings from female mouse lamina I spino-parabrachial neurons, the
present study demonstrates a critical role for prostaglandin synthesis in the generation of t-LTP. Bath application of the selective
phospholipase A2 (PLA2 ) inhibitor arachidonyl trifluoromethyl ketone (AACOCF3 ) or the cyclooxygenase 2 (Cox-2) inhibitor nimesulide
prevented t-LTP at sensory synapses onto spino-parabrachial neurons. Similar results were observed following the block of the EP2
subtype of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2 ) receptor with PF 04418948. Meanwhile, perfusion with PGE2 or the EP2 agonist butaprost potentiated
the amplitude of monosynaptic primary afferent-evoked EPSCs while decreasing the paired-pulse ratio, suggesting a presynaptic site of
action. Cox-2 was constitutively expressed in both spinal microglia and lamina I projection neurons within the superficial dorsal horn
(SDH). Suppression of microglial activation with minocycline had no effect on the production of t-LTP, suggesting the possibility that
prostaglandins produced within projection neurons could contribute to an enhanced probability of glutamate release at primary afferent
synapses. Collectively, the results suggest that the amplification of ascending nociceptive transmission by the spinal SDH network is
governed by PLA2–Cox-2–PGE2 signaling.
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Introduction
Synaptic long-term potentiation (LTP) within the superficial
dorsal horn (SDH) of the spinal cord has been proposed as an

important mechanism contributing to the amplification of noci-
ceptive signaling under pathological conditions (Randić et al.,
1993; Ikeda et al., 2003; Ruscheweyh et al., 2011). Tetanic electri-
cal stimulation protocols that evoke LTP in the rodent spinal cord
in vitro (Svendsen et al., 1997; Ikeda et al., 2006) can exacerbate
the severity of pain sensation in humans (Klein et al., 2004; Pfau
et al., 2011). Furthermore, pharmacological interventions that
prevent LTP in vitro reduce secondary hyperalgesia in humans
(Chizh et al., 2007; Klein et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Ruscheweyh
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Significance Statement

Long-term potentiation (LTP) of primary afferent synapses contributes to the sensitization of spinal nociceptive circuits and has
been linked to greater pain sensation in humans. Prior work has implicated elevated glutamate release in the generation of spike
timing-dependent LTP (t-LTP) at sensory synapses onto ascending spinal projection neurons, but the underlying mechanisms
remain unknown. Here we provide evidence that the activation of EP2 prostaglandin receptors by prostaglandin E2, occurring
downstream of phospholipase A2 and cyclooxygenase 2 activation, mediates t-LTP at these synapses via changes in presynaptic
function. This suggests that prostaglandins can increase the flow of nociceptive information from the spinal cord to the brain
independently of their known ability to suppress synaptic inhibition within the dorsal horn.
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et al., 2011). Importantly, in vivo extracellular recordings have
demonstrated that LTP in the dorsal horn can also be evoked by
injury (Sandkühler and Liu, 1998; Zhang et al., 2004). This high-
lights the critical importance of obtaining a detailed understand-
ing of the molecular underpinnings of synaptic plasticity within
the spinal nociceptive network.

Our recent studies (Li and Baccei, 2016) demonstrated that
precisely correlated activation of sensory afferents and lamina I
projection neurons, even at a low frequency, can evoke a form of
LTP referred to as spike timing-dependent LTP (t-LTP; Dan and
Poo, 2004; Larsen et al., 2010). This increase in synaptic efficacy,
which is seen across multiple classes of primary afferents, reflects
an elevation in the probability of glutamate release from the pre-
synaptic terminals of sensory neurons that is blocked by chelation
of intracellular calcium (Ca 2�) within the projection neuron (Li
and Baccei, 2016). This suggests that Ca 2� influx into the projec-
tion neuron triggers the release of a retrograde messenger, which
acts at the level of the primary afferent to generate t-LTP. Unfor-
tunately, little is known about the potential signaling pathways
occurring downstream of this Ca 2� influx that regulate t-LTP at
these key synapses within the ascending pain pathway.

Prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) synthesis can be triggered by eleva-
tions in postsynaptic Ca 2� within CNS neurons via the activation
of phospholipase A2 (PLA2) and cyclooxygenase-2 (Cox-2; Yamagata
et al., 1993; Chen et al., 2002; Yagami et al., 2016). Cox-2 is known
to be significantly upregulated in the spinal dorsal horn after
injury (Beiche et al., 1996; Ichitani et al., 1997). However, evi-
dence also points to its constitutive expression within both spinal
neurons and glia under naive conditions (Ghilardi et al., 2004).
While evidence has demonstrated the ability of PGE2 to dampen
glycinergic synaptic inhibition in the SDH (Ahmadi et al., 2002)
and increase pain hypersensitivity (Harvey et al., 2004; Reinold et
al., 2005), the degree to which prostaglandin signaling governs
the activity-dependent plasticity of primary afferent synap-
ses within spinal nociceptive circuits remains incompletely
understood.

Therefore the present study tests the hypothesis that spinal
prostaglandin signaling is critical to the generation of spike
timing-dependent LTP (t-LTP) at primary afferent synapses onto
adult lamina I projection neurons. The results clearly demon-
strate that PGE2 can elevate glutamate release from primary af-
ferent terminals in the SDH via activation of the EP2 subtype of
prostaglandin receptor, and that PGE2 synthesis by the canonical
PLA2–Cox-2 pathway is essential for the generation of t-LTP at
sensory synapses onto spino-parabrachial neurons. This repre-
sents a novel potential mechanism by which peripheral nerve or
tissue damage could directly increase the gain of ascending noci-
ceptive transmission through the spinal pain network via eleva-
tions in Cox-2 expression or its downstream effectors.

Materials and Methods
All experiments adhered to animal welfare guidelines established by the
University of Cincinnati Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Retrograde labeling of spino-parabrachial neurons. Adult (17–24 g;
8–11 weeks) female mice [FVB-TgN(GadGFP)45704Swn, stock #003718;
or FVB/NJ, stock #001800; Jackson Labs] were anesthetized with a mix-
ture of ketamine (90 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg), given via intraperi-
toneal injection, and secured in a stereotaxic apparatus. A single injection
of 1,1-dilinoleyl-3,3,3,3-tetramethylindocarbocyaninine 4-chlorobenze-
nesulfonate (FAST DiI) oil (100 –150 nl; 2.5 mg/ml) or cholera toxin
subunit B (CTB; 75 nl; 5 mg/ml, #C990; Sigma-Aldrich) was adminis-
tered into the parabrachial nucleus using a Hamilton microsyringe
(62RN; 2.5 �l volume) equipped with a 28 gauge removable needle.
Based on an atlas by Paxinos and Franklin (2012), the following stereo-

taxic coordinates were used (relative to bregma): 4.8 –5.0 mm caudal,
1.2–1.4 mm lateral, and 4.2– 4.5 mm ventral.

In vitro spinal cord slice preparation. At 3–7 d after injection of DiI into
the parabrachial nucleus, mice were deeply anesthetized with sodium
pentobarbital (60 mg/kg) and perfused with ice-cold dissection solution
consisting of the following (in mM): 250 sucrose, 2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3,
1.0 NaH2PO4, 6 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, and 25 glucose continuously bubbled
with 95% O2/5% CO2. The lumbar spinal cord was isolated and im-
mersed in low-melting-point agarose (3% in above solution) at 37°C,
which was then cooled on ice. Parasagittal slices (350 – 400 �m) with the
L3–L4 dorsal roots attached (length, 7–10 mm) were cut using a vibrating
microtome (7000smz-2, Campden Instruments). Slices were incubated
for 15–20 min in a recovery solution containing the following (in mM): 92
N-methyl-D-glutamine, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3, 20 HEPES,
25 glucose, 5 Na ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 Na pyruvate, 10 MgSO4, and 0.5
CaCl2 (Ting et al., 2014). Then slices were allowed to recover further for
�1 h at room temperature in an oxygenated artificial CSF (aCSF) solu-
tion containing the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO3,
1.0 NaH2PO4, 1.0 MgCl2, 2.0 CaCl2, and 25 glucose.

Patch-clamp recordings from identified lamina I spino-parabrachial
neurons. After recovery, slices were transferred to a submersion-type
recording chamber (RC-22, Warner Instruments) and mounted on the
stage of an upright microscope (BX51WI, Olympus). Slices were then
perfused at room temperature with oxygenated aCSF at a rate of 3– 6
ml/min.

Patch electrodes were constructed from thin-walled single-filamented
borosilicate glass (1.5 mm outer diameter; World Precision Instruments)
using a microelectrode puller (P-97, Sutter Instruments). Pipette resis-
tances ranged from 4 to 6 M� and seal resistances were �1 G�. Patch
electrodes were filled with an intracellular solution containing the
following (in mM): 130 K-gluconate, 10 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 Na-
phosphocreatine, 4 MgATP, and 0.3 Na2-GTP, pH 7.2 (295–300 mOsm).

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were obtained from DiI-labeled
lamina I neurons using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular De-
vices) at a holding potential of �70 mV. EPSCs were evoked via electrical
stimulation (0 –1 mA, 100 �s duration) delivered via a suction electrode
connected to a constant current stimulator (Master-8, A.M.P.I.). EPSC
threshold was defined as the current intensity that evoked a measurable
EPSC in �50% of the trials. Monosynaptic EPSCs were defined by a
stable onset latency (�2 ms variation) and absence of failures in response
to repetitive stimulation (Li et al., 2015). A combination of stimulus
threshold and onset latency of the monosynaptic EPSC was used to clas-
sify the subtype of primary afferent input (i.e., presumed A� fiber, A�
fiber, high-threshold C fiber, or low-threshold C fiber) as described in
detail previously (Li et al., 2015). To evaluate the effects of PGE2 signaling
on the probability of glutamate release at primary afferent synapses,
paired electrical stimuli were applied to the dorsal root at an interstimu-
lus interval of 50 –250 ms both before and after bath application of PGE2

(10 �M) or the selective EP2 receptor agonist butaprost (5–10 �M), and
the paired-pulse ratio (PPR) was calculated as follows: mean EPSC2/
mean EPSC1. The effects of EP3 receptor activation on afferent-evoked
EPSCs were examined via the bath application of sulprostone (5 �M). In
some experiments, miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) were recorded from a
holding potential of �70 mV in the presence of 500 nM TTX.

Induction of t-LTP in spinal projection neurons. Monosynaptic EPSCs
were evoked in projection neurons from a holding potential of �70 mV
by stimulation of the attached dorsal root (every 15 s at an intensity of
1–1.2� threshold). Isolated monosynaptic EPSCs could be conclusively
attributed to a particular class of primary afferent in 69 sampled projec-
tion neurons, with �26% (i.e., 18 of 69) of the EPSCs mediated by
high-threshold C fibers, 25% mediated by A� fibers, 27% mediated by
low-threshold C fibers, and 22% mediated by presumed A� fibers. Fol-
lowing the verification of a stable baseline EPSC amplitude for �5 min,
the same primary afferent stimulus was paired with a postsynaptic action
potential evoked by direct intracellular current injection (300 – 800 pA,
5 ms) at an interval (�t 	 �10 ms) that we previously demonstrated to
evoke maximal t-LTP in spino-parabrachial neurons (Li and Baccei,
2016). After administration of the pairing protocol (30 pairs of stimuli at
0.2 Hz), projection neurons were again voltage-clamped at �70 mV and
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the primary afferent-evoked EPSCs recorded
for �25 min to calculate a mean normalized
change in EPSC amplitude (percentage of base-
line). As reported previously (Li and Baccei,
2016), we observed t-LTP at synapses mediated
by all classes of primary afferents, but lacked
sufficient sample sizes to rigorously examine
the degree to which the properties of t-LTP
vary depending on the functional subtype of
the DRG neuron. In some cases, the above ex-
periments were conducted in the presence of
pharmacological inhibitors of PLA2 (AA-
COCF3; 10 �M), Cox-2 (nimesulide; 10 �M), or
microglial activity (minocycline; 10 �M), or in
the presence of selective antagonists to the
EP2 subtype of prostaglandin receptors (PF
04418948; 50 �M). Drugs were bath-applied
starting 15–20 min before the initiation of the
t-LTP induction protocol and were present
throughout the remainder of the experiment.

Membrane voltages were adjusted for liquid junction potentials calcu-
lated using JPCalc software (P. Barry, University of New South Wales,
Sydney, Australia; modified for Molecular Devices). Currents were fil-
tered at 4 – 6 kHz through a �3 dB, four-pole low-pass Bessel filter,
digitally sampled at 20 kHz, and stored on a personal computer (Interna-
tional Computer Technology) using a commercially available data acquisi-
tion system (Digidata 1440A with pClamp 10.4 software, Molecular Devices).

Immunohistochemical localization of Cox-2 in the spinal SDH. Eight-
week-old wild-type FVB/NJ mice were killed via overdose of sodium
pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB). Brains and lumbar spinal cords
were dissected out, then postfixed for an additional 4 h in 4% PFA. Tissue
was cryoprotected overnight in a solution of 30% sucrose in 0.1 M PB, and
then sectioned at 40 �m for free-floating immunohistochemical process-
ing. Sections were washed three times in 0.01 M PBS, then permeabilized
for 1 h with 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS (PBS-Tx). Sections were then
blocked for 2 h in 10% normal donkey serum (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog
#D9663) in PBS-Tx. Primary antibodies (goat anti-CTB: 1:3000, List
Biological Laboratories, catalog #703, RRID:AB_10013220; rabbit anti-
Cox2: 1:1000; Abcam, catalog #ab15191, RRID:AB_2085144; goat
anti-Iba1: 1:1000, Novus Biologicals, catalog #NB100-1028, RRID:
AB_521594) were diluted in 3% normal donkey serum in PBS-Tx. Brain
sections were stained with anti-CTB only, to verify accuracy of stereo-
taxic injection, while spinal cord sections were incubated simultaneously
with anti-CTB and anti-Cox-2, or with anti-Cox-2 and anti-Iba1. Sec-
tions were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, then
washed three times with PBS-Tx. Secondary antibodies (AlexaFluor 594
donkey anti-goat: 1:500, Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog #A11058,
RRID:AB_2534105; AlexaFluor 488 donkey anti-rabbit: 1:500, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, catalog #21206, RRID:AB_2535792) were diluted in 3%
normal donkey serum in PBS-Tx and incubated for 1 h at room temper-
ature. Finally, sections were washed three times with PBS then mounted
on ColorFrost charged slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog #12-550-
19) and coverslipped with VectaShield mounting medium (Vector Lab-
oratories, catalog #H-1000, RRID:AB_2336789).

Imaging. Images of immunostained tissue sections were captured on
an Olympus BX63 fluorescent microscope using a 20� objective. Multi-
channel z-stack images were obtained with a z-separation of 1.0 �m per
slice. Each optical slice was examined for potential colocalization be-
tween CTB and Cox-2, or between Cox-2 and Iba1 immunoreactivity.
Z-stack images were projected as an extended focus image using CellSens
acquisition and processing software (Olympus, RRID:SCR_014551).
Figures were assembled using Photoshop CS5 (Adobe, RRID:
SCR_014199).

Experimental design and statistical analysis. Given our earlier work
suggesting that the effects of neonatal surgical injury on synaptic trans-
mission within the developing SDH are more pronounced in females (Li
and Baccei, 2011), our more recent studies have relied on female mice to
identify the prolonged consequences of early-life incision for t-LTP in

lamina I projection neurons (Li and Baccei, 2016). Therefore, female
mice were used for all studies described here to enhance the validity of
comparisons with previous findings. However, it should be noted that
the stage of estrus was not examined during the present study. For the
experiment illustrated in Figure 2, data (DMSO control: n 	 5 cells from
5 mice; AACOCF3: n 	 9 cells from 6 mice; PF 04418948: n 	 9 cells from
8 mice) were analyzed using one-way ANOVA with drug as a factor with
Dunnett’s post-test for multiple comparisons (Prism 5.0 software,
GraphPad Software). For the experiments involving the application of
PGE2 (see Figs. 3, 4), 17 cells were recorded from seven mice. The effects
of PGE2 on EPSC amplitude were analyzed with the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test and PPRs were analyzed using repeated measures two-way
ANOVA (with Bonferroni post-tests for multiple comparisons) with
drug (PGE2 or vehicle) and interstimulus interval as factors. Meanwhile,
mEPSC results were analyzed with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test since
these data failed the D’Agostino and Pearson normality test. Regarding
the application of butaprost to projection neurons, 13 cells were sampled
from nine mice in the studies depicted in Figure 5A–D (involving the
prolonged application of butaprost) and four cells from two mice for the
experiments involving short-duration agonist application (see Fig.
5 E, F ). Meanwhile, the effects of the EP3 receptor agonist sulprostone on
afferent-evoked EPSCs (see Fig. 5G,H ) were examined in five cells from
four mice. The results of the aforementioned experiments were analyzed
in a similar manner as described above for the experiments involving
PGE2 unless otherwise indicated. The effects of the Cox-2 inhibitor
nimesulide (n 	 6 cells from 4 mice) versus vehicle (n 	 4 cells from 4
mice) on t-LTP (see Fig. 6) were compared using the Mann–Whitney
test. Finally, the investigation into the effects of fractalkine on mEPSCs
(see Fig. 8C) used 12 cells from five mice, while the application of frac-
talkine in the presence of minocycline (see Fig. 8D) involved sampling
seven cells from two mice. In both instances, data were analyzed using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test as data failed the D’Agostino and Pearson
normality test. For the remainder of the manuscript, n refers to the num-
ber of neurons sampled in a given group. Data are expressed as means 

SEM.

Results
PLA2 signaling drives t-LTP at sensory synapses onto
projection neurons via activation of EP2 receptors
Our prior work showed that postsynaptic Ca 2� influx is essential
for the generation of t-LTP at primary afferent synapses onto
lamina I spino-parabrachial neurons (Li and Baccei, 2016). Since
the activation of PLA2 by intracellular Ca 2� is known to regulate
glutamatergic synaptic efficacy in other regions of the CNS (Mas-
sicotte et al., 1990; Su et al., 2013), we first examined the potential
role of PLA2 in the generation of t-LTP at sensory synapses onto
mouse spino-parabrachial neurons. As we demonstrated previ-
ously, highly correlated activity in which the presynaptic input
preceded postsynaptic action potential discharge by a brief inter-

Figure 1. t-LTP in adult spino-parabrachial neurons. A, Example of the t-LTP pairing protocol, which involves evoking an action
potential in the projection neuron (via intracellular current injection) at a defined interval after the arrival of a primary afferent-
mediated EPSP (�t 	 tPre � tPost 	 �10 ms). B, Administration of the pairing protocol (30 times at 0.2 Hz) led to a significant
increase in the amplitude of the monosynaptic primary afferent-evoked EPSC in a lamina I spino-parabrachial neuron following
dorsal root stimulation.
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val (i.e., Pre ¡ Post pairings at �t 	 �10 ms; Fig. 1A) consis-
tently evoked t-LTP in lamina I projection neurons (Fig. 1B).
However, when the same pairing protocol was administered in
the presence of the PLA2 inhibitor AACOCF3, no t-LTP was ob-
served (Fig. 2A,B). The absence of synaptic potentiation was not
explained by intracellular dialysis in the whole-cell recording
configuration occurring during the period of AACOCF3 pretreat-
ment (15–20 min), as robust t-LTP was observed following the
equivalent perfusion with the vehicle solution (DMSO: n 	 5;
AACOCF3: n 	 9; F(2,20) 	 22.41; p � 0.0001; one-way ANOVA;
p � 0.001; Dunnett’s post-test; Fig. 2E).

Given the ability of PLA2 activation to trigger prostaglandin
production in the CNS, we next investigated the degree to which

spinal prostaglandin receptors modulated spike timing-dependent
plasticity (STDP) at sensory synapses onto projection neurons.
Although multiple subtypes of receptors for PGE2 can regulate
spinal nociceptive processing (Bär et al., 2004), we focused on the
EP2 subtype of PGE2 receptor as it has been previously shown to
potentiate glutamate release from presynaptic terminals in the
brain (Sang et al., 2005). Therefore, the selective EP2 antagonist
PF 04418948 was bath applied before (and during) the adminis-
tration of the pairing protocol that normally evokes t-LTP (Pre
¡Post pairings at �t 	 �10 ms). The results clearly indicate that
EP2 receptor activation is essential for the generation of t-LTP in
ascending lamina I spino-parabrachial neurons (Fig. 2C,D), as
treatment with PF 04418948 abolished the activity-dependent

Figure 2. t-LTP at sensory synapses onto projection neurons requires activation of PLA2 and EP2 receptor signaling. A, Representative EPSCs showing that the STDP protocol failed to alter EPSC
amplitude in the presence of the PLA2 inhibitor AACOCF3 (10 �M). B, Representative plot of STDP (expressed as a percentage of baseline EPSC amplitude before pairing, where 100% indicates no
change in synaptic efficacy) versus time, showing a lack of t-LTP following the administration of the pairing protocol (black bar) in the presence of AACOCF3. C, D, The pairing protocol also had no
effect on EPSC amplitude when administered in the presence of the EP2 receptor antagonist PF 04418948 (50 �M). E, Summary of data showing an absence of t-LTP in the presence of PLA2 inhibition
or EP2 receptor antagonism (n 	 5–9 in each group; p � 0.0001; 1-way ANOVA; ***p � 0.001 vs DMSO control; Dunnett’s post-test).
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potentiation of primary afferent synapses by the pairing protocol
(n 	 9; p � 0.001 compared with DMSO control; one-way
ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-test; Fig. 2E).

PGE2 strengthens primary afferent input to
spino-parabrachial neurons via presynaptic mechanisms
Our previous studies showed that the chelation of intracellular
Ca 2� within projection neurons not only blocks the synaptic
potentiation, but also prevents the reduction in the PPR of pri-
mary afferent-evoked EPSCs, normally produced by the t-LTP
pairing protocol (Li and Baccei, 2016). Combined with the above
results demonstrating the importance of PLA2 activity and EP2
receptor signaling for the generation of t-LTP, this raises the
possibility that PGE2 activation of EP2 receptors elevates the
probability of glutamate release from the terminals of primary
afferents and thereby increases the efficacy of sensory synapses

onto projection neurons. To provide further support for this
working model, we investigated the effects of exogenous PGE2 on
primary afferent synaptic inputs to lamina I spino-parabrachial
neurons. Bath application of PGE2 (10 �M) significantly in-
creased the amplitude of monosynaptic EPSCs in spinal projec-
tion neurons following stimulation of the attached dorsal root
(t 	 4.26; n 	 7; p 	 0.0156; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Fig.
3A,B). In addition, PGE2 significantly decreased the PPR of the
afferent-evoked EPSCs across the range of interstimulus intervals
examined (n 	 7; F(1,18) 	 9.81; p 	 0.006; repeated-measures
two-way ANOVA; Fig. 3C,D), suggesting that PGE2 facilitates
sensory input to ascending projection neurons via presynaptic
mechanisms.

To investigate whether PGE2 evokes a global increase in glu-
tamate release onto ascending projection neurons, we next char-
acterized the effects of bath-applied PGE2 on the frequency and

Figure 3. PGE2 potentiates primary afferent-evoked EPSCs in mature lamina I projection neurons via presynaptic mechanisms. A, Representative plot of current versus time illustrating a slight
increase in EPSC amplitude in response to the bath application of PGE2 (10 �M). B, PGE2 significantly increased monosynaptic EPSC amplitude in adult projection neurons (n 	 7; *p 	 0.0156;
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). C, Examples of EPSCs evoked by paired stimulation in the absence (black) and presence (gray) of PGE2. D, The PPR was significantly decreased by PGE2 (n 	 7; p 	 0.006;
repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA; **p � 0.01; Bonferroni post-test), suggesting an elevation in the probability of glutamate release from the terminals of sensory afferents.

Figure 4. PGE2 does not evoke a widespread elevation in spontaneous glutamate release onto lamina I projection neurons. A, Examples of mEPSCs recorded in the presence of 500 nM TTX before
(left) and after (right) bath application of 10 �M PGE2. Bottom traces illustrate mEPSCs at an expanded time base. Scale bars, 20 pA, 50 ms. B, Application of PGE2 failed to significantly affect the
frequency (left; n 	 5; p 	 0.813; Wilcoxon signed-rank test) or amplitude (right; p 	 0.625) of mEPSCs recorded in adult spino-parabrachial neurons.
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Figure 5. EP2 receptor activation enhances glutamate release at sensory synapses onto adult spino-parabrachial neurons. A, Representative plot of current versus time illustrating an increase in
the amplitude of primary afferent-evoked EPSCs in response to the bath application of the EP2 receptor agonist butaprost (10 �M). B, Butaprost (5–10 �M) significantly increased monosynaptic
primary afferent-evoked EPSC amplitude in projection neurons (n 	 13; ***p 	 0.0005; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). C, Examples of afferent-evoked EPSCs evoked by paired stimulation in the
absence (black) and presence (gray) of butaprost. D, The PPR was significantly decreased by EP2 receptor activation (n 	 13; p � 0.0001; repeated-measures 2-way ANOVA; *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01;
Bonferroni post-test), indicative of an elevated probability of glutamate release at primary afferent synapses onto mature projection neurons. E, Representative traces illustrating monosynaptic,
primary afferent-evoked EPSCs at baseline, during the application of the EP2 receptor agonist butaprost, and 20 min after washout with aCSF. F, Plot of EPSC amplitude (Figure legend continues.)
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amplitude of mEPSCs recorded in lamina I spino-parabrachial
neurons (Fig. 4A). We observed no significant effect of PGE2 on
the frequency (n 	 5; W 	 3.0; p 	 0.813; Wilcoxon signed-rank
test; Fig. 4B, left) or amplitude (W 	 �5.0; p 	 0.625; Wilcoxon
signed-rank test; Fig. 4B, right) of mEPSCs in projection neurons,
thus raising the possibility that PGE2 selectively modulates gluta-
matergic signaling at primary afferent synapses within the dorsal
horn.

To determine whether the selective activation of EP2 recep-
tors mimics the effects of PGE2 on primary afferent-mediated
glutamatergic transmission to spino-parabrachial neurons, we
performed similar experiments using the selective EP2 agonist
butaprost (Fig. 5). As seen with PGE2, perfusion of the spinal cord
slice with butaprost (5–10 �M) enhanced the amplitude of
afferent-evoked monosynaptic EPSCs (n 	 13; W 	 �89; p 	
0.0005; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; Fig. 5A,B). Meanwhile, the
PPR was significantly reduced by the EP2 agonist at interstimulus
intervals ranging from 50 to 250 ms (n 	 13; F(1,36) 	 26.97; p �
0.0001; repeated-measures two-way ANOVA; Fig. 5C,D). This is
consistent with the notion that EP2 receptors regulate the efficacy
of sensory synapses onto lamina I projection neurons. Finally, as
would be predicted if EP2 receptor activation contributes to the
generation of t-LTP at these synapses, the enhancement in EPSC
amplitude persisted beyond the presence of the agonist itself (Fig.
5E,F), as the mean EPSC amplitude after 20 min of washout with
aCSF was slightly greater (149.6 
 20.3% of baseline) than that
observed during the perfusion with butaprost (133.9 
 16.3% of
baseline; n 	 4).

While EP2 receptors have been shown to sensitize nociceptive
circuits via stimulation of Gs-coupled signaling pathways and can
drive inflammatory hyperalgesia (Reinold et al., 2005), EP3 re-
ceptors are thought to predominantly signal via Gi to prevent the
sensitization of sensory neurons by PGE2 and can evoke analgesia
under pathological conditions (Natura et al., 2013). As a result,
we hypothesized that the activation of EP3 receptors would fail to
potentiate primary afferent synapses onto spinal projection neu-
rons. To test this hypothesis, we next examined the effects of
the EP3 receptor agonist sulprostone on the amplitude of
afferent-evoked EPSCs in spino-parabrachial neurons. The data
demonstrate that EP3 receptor activation leads to a slight, but
significant, depression of EPSC amplitude (n 	 5; t 	 4.177; p 	
0.014; paired t test; Fig. 5G,H), suggesting that the balance of EP2
versus EP3 receptor signaling could have a strong influence on
the gain of sensory input to spinal projection neurons.

Role of Cox-2 in the production of t-LTP in ascending spinal
projection neurons
Given the known importance of Cox-2 for the production of
prostaglandins (Yamagata et al., 1993; Chen et al., 2002), the
above data suggest the possibility that endogenous Cox-2 activity
is required for the generation of t-LTP at primary afferent syn-
apses onto lamina I projection neurons. To elucidate the poten-
tial role of Cox-2 in this plasticity, the t-LTP pairing protocol was
administered following the bath administration of the selective
Cox-2 inhibitor nimesulide (Fig. 6). Although a modest increase

in EPSC amplitude could be observed after the pairing protocol
was administered in the presence of nimesulide (Fig. 6A,B), the
degree of potentiation was significantly reduced compared with
the vehicle (i.e., DMSO) control group (n 	 4 – 6 in each group;
U 	 0; p 	 0.009; Mann–Whitney test; Fig. 6C).

Constitutive expression of Cox-2 within spinal
nociceptive circuits
To determine the degree to which Cox-2 may be expressed within
spinal projection neurons in the mouse SDH, CTB was injected
into the parabrachial nucleus to retrogradely label ascending pro-
jection neurons. The spinal cord was subsequently processed for
immunohistochemistry using a primary antibody raised against
Cox-2 (see Materials and Methods). CTB-labeled spino-para-
brachial neurons located in lamina I (Fig. 7A,D) exhibited clear
immunoreactivity for Cox-2 (Fig. 7B,C,E,F) under naive condi-
tions. Nonetheless, the strongest immunoreactivity for Cox-2
was observed within microglia in the dorsal horn, as evidenced by
extensive colocalization with the microglial marker Iba1 (Fig.
7G–I). These results support prior findings of constitutive Cox-2
expression within multiple cell types across the SDH (Ghilardi et
al., 2004), and raise the possibility that Cox-2 activation in the
projection neurons themselves, and/or spinal microglia, is in-
volved in the generation of t-LTP at primary afferent synapses
onto spino-parabrachial neurons.

t-LTP at afferent synapses onto spino-parabrachial neurons
does not require the activation of microglia in the spinal
dorsal horn
Since the activation of spinal microglia is known to regulate the
strength of primary afferent synapses in the spinal SDH (Clark et
al., 2015), we investigated a potential role for microglia in the
generation of t-LTP in ascending projection neurons. Notably,
the prior application of the microglial inhibitor minocycline
failed to block t-LTP in this population (Fig. 8A,B), as the am-
plitude of the primary afferent-evoked EPSCs averaged 148.7 

8.2% of baseline (n 	 7) following the administration of the
t-LTP pairing protocol. As a positive control to ensure the effi-
cacy of minocycline under our experimental conditions, we ex-
amined its ability to prevent the increase in glutamatergic
transmission evoked by the bath application of the selective
CX3CR1 agonist fractalkine (100 ng/ml). As reported previously
(Clark et al., 2015), fractalkine significantly elevated the fre-
quency of mEPSCs (W 	 �21; p 	 0.031; n 	 6; Wilcoxon
signed-rank test; Fig. 8C, left) without altering mEPSC amplitude
(W 	 7; p 	 0.562; Fig. 8C, right). Prior bath application of
minocycline prevented the subsequent elevation in mEPSC fre-
quency by fractalkine (W 	 �1; p 	 1.0; n 	 6; Wilcoxon signed-
rank test; Fig. 8D, left). As a result, the observed persistence of
t-LTP in the presence of minocycline argues against an essential
role for activated spinal microglia in the presently used model of
spike timing-dependent synaptic plasticity.

Discussion
Spinal projection neurons convey noxious sensory information
to multiple pain-processing circuits in the brain, including the
parabrachial nucleus, the periaqueductal gray, the caudal ventro-
lateral medulla, and the thalamus (Todd, 2010). Given the con-
siderable evidence that these ascending pathways are essential for
pain sensation in both humans (Spiller and Martin, 1912; Friehs
et al., 1995) and rodents (Mantyh et al., 1997; Nichols et al.,
1999), it is imperative to gain a complete understanding of the
factors that regulate the strength of direct sensory inputs to spinal

4

(Figure legend continued.) versus time demonstrating that the increase in synaptic efficacy
evoked by EP2 receptor activation outlasts the presence of the agonist (gray bar). G, Examples of
afferent-evoked EPSCs before (Control) and after bath application of the EP3 receptor agonist
sulprostone. H, Sulprostone significantly decreased the amplitude of primary afferent-evoked
EPSCs in lamina I projection neurons (n 	 5; t 	 4.177; *p 	 0.014; paired t test).
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projection neurons under normal and
pathological conditions. Here we dem-
onstrate that PGE2 signaling, occurring
downstream of PLA2 and Cox-2 activity,
is essential for the generation of t-LTP at
primary afferent synapses onto lamina I
spino-parabrachial neurons. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to implicate
prostaglandins in the modulation of
STDP within the CNS. More importantly,
the results suggest that the gain of ascend-
ing nociceptive signaling to the brain is
tightly governed by the levels of prosta-
glandin synthesis within the spinal SDH.

Using a pairing protocol that we have
previously shown to be optimal for evok-
ing t-LTP at these synapses (Li and Baccei,
2016), our present data clearly demon-
strate that the activation of PLA2 and
Cox-2 (Figs. 2, 6) are required to evoke the
strengthening of afferent inputs that are
highly correlated with action potential fir-
ing within spinal projection neurons. This
agrees with previous studies showing that
the activation of PLA2 or Cox-2 following
tetanic stimulation potentiates glutama-
tergic synapses in the CNS via prostaglan-
din synthesis (Massicotte et al., 1990;
O’Dell et al., 1991; Chen et al., 2002; Su et
al., 2013), likely via the production of ar-
achidonic acid (Williams et al., 1989; Kato
et al., 1991; Luo and Vallano, 1995).
Although AACOCF3 inhibits both the
Ca 2�-dependent and Ca 2�-independent
subtypes of PLA2 (Street et al., 1993; Ack-
ermann et al., 1995), the prior observation
that t-LTP in spinal projection neurons
requires elevations in intracellular Ca 2�

(Li and Baccei, 2016) would seemingly
point to an involvement of the cystolic,
Ca 2�-dependent form. However, a con-
tribution of Ca 2�-independent PLA2 can-
not be excluded, as it can also potentiate
glutamatergic synapses in the brain (Wolf
et al., 1995; Shalini et al., 2014). Inter-
estingly, we found that Cox-2 was con-
stitutively expressed in both neurons
(including spino-parabrachial neurons)
and microglia within the dorsal horn (Fig.
7). The observation that t-LTP was resis-
tant to minocycline at a concentration
that prevented the elevation in mEPSC
frequency by fractalkine (Fig. 8) argues
against a requirement for microglial acti-
vation under naive conditions, and in-
stead raises the possibility that Cox-2
activation within the projection neurons
themselves may be instrumental for STDP
at primary afferent synapses. Future ex-
periments in which Cox-2 is selectively
deleted within projection neurons will be
needed to conclusively pinpoint the key
site of Cox-2 action within the spinal

Figure 6. Inhibition of Cox-2 suppresses t-LTP in ascending projection neurons. A, Examples of monosynaptic EPSCs evoked by
dorsal root stimulation before (black) and after (gray) the administration of the t-LTP pairing protocol in the presence of the
selective Cox-2 inhibitor nimesulide. B, Current versus time plot illustrating the limited potentiation of EPSC amplitude that occurs
when the t-LTP pairing protocol is administered (black bar) in the presence of nimesulide. C, The Cox-2 inhibitor significantly
reduced the magnitude of t-LTP compared with the vehicle control (DMSO: n 	 4; nimesulide: n 	 6; **p 	 0.009; Mann–
Whitney test).
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nociceptive network. In addition, microglia can clearly gener-
ate PGE2 in the dorsal horn under pathological conditions (Zhao
et al., 2007), and the degree to which microglial production of
PGE2 may modulate t-LTP in projection neurons after tissue or
nerve injury remains unknown.

The spinal dorsal horn contains a variety of PGE2 receptors
(EP1–EP4) capable of sensitizing central nociceptive circuits and
driving pain hypersensitivity (Minami et al., 1994; Nakayama et
al., 2002; Mebane et al., 2003; Bär et al., 2004), with numerous
studies demonstrating a specific role for the EP2 subtype in in-
flammatory pain (Reinold et al., 2005; Hösl et al., 2006). The
present data suggest that signaling at the EP2 receptor is required
for the production of t-LTP at sensory synapses onto lamina I
spino-parabrachial neurons (Fig. 2C–E). Nonetheless, given that
the present study used a single pairing interval (�t 	 �10 ms), it
remains unclear whether EP2 receptor activation shapes the tim-
ing window governing STDP, as has been reported for other Gs-
coupled receptors in the CNS (Zhang et al., 2009). The selective

EP2 receptor agonist butaprost increased the amplitude of
monosynaptic primary afferent-evoked EPSCs while decreasing
the PPR (Fig. 5), which is highly reminiscent of the changes in
presynaptic function seen during t-LTP that are dependent upon
a rise in postsynaptic Ca 2� (Li and Baccei, 2016). Collectively,
these results suggest one possibility that highly correlated firing of
sensory afferents and projection neurons leads to the retrograde
activation of EP2 receptors located on the presynaptic terminals
of sensory neurons, which elevates the probability of glutamate
release onto projection neurons and thereby increases synaptic
efficacy. However, it is important to note that the available data
do not allow us to pinpoint the location of the EP2 receptor (i.e.,
presynaptic and/or postsynaptic) which is important for t-LTP
generation. Indeed, postsynaptic EP2 receptors can drive LTP in
other areas of the CNS (Chen et al., 2002), and it is equally pos-
sible that the activation of postsynaptic EP2 receptors expressed
in projection neurons could trigger the release of another, as yet
unidentified, agent that acts as a retrograde messenger to elevate

Figure 7. Constitutive expression of Cox-2 in the adult mouse SDH. A, Transverse spinal cord section showing the ascending projection neurons that were identified via retrograde transport of CTB
previously injected into the parabrachial nucleus. B, Same section as in A, illustrating immunoreactivity (IR) for Cox-2. Arrowhead indicates a CTB-labeled projection neuron that exhibits Cox-2 IR.
C, Merged image (from A and B) demonstrating the relative distribution of CTB (magenta) and Cox-2 IR (green) in the SDH. The colocalization of CTB and Cox-2 (white) suggests Cox-2 expression
within a subset of spinal projection neurons (arrowhead). D–F, Horizontal sections of the SDH illustrating additional examples of projection neurons back-labeled with CTB (D) that also possess Cox-2
IR (E), as evidenced by the colocalization seen in F (arrowheads). G–I, Nonetheless, the majority of Cox-2 IR in the SDH (green) was colocalized with the microglial marker Iba1 (magenta). Scale bars,
50 �m.
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glutamate release from the presynaptic terminals of sensory neu-
rons in the dorsal horn. In this regard, future studies will explore
the degree to which nitric oxide (Ikeda et al., 2006), carbon mon-
oxide (Hawkins et al., 1994), and endocannabinoids (Wang et al.,
2014) can mediate retrograde signaling between projection neu-
rons and primary afferents within the SDH. Finally, while EP3
receptors appear to dampen primary afferent transmission (Fig.
5), we also cannot exclude the possibility that other EP receptors
(such as EP4) have a role in the potentiation of synaptic efficacy at
sensory inputs to ascending spinal projection neurons.

Recent work has demonstrated that surgical incision during a
critical period of early life significantly widens the timing window
governing t-LTP in adult lamina I spino-parabrachial neurons,
which includes an elimination of the requirement that the sen-
sory input precedes action potential firing in the projection neu-
ron (Li and Baccei, 2016). It will be of interest to determine
whether long-term alterations in prostaglandin synthesis and/or
signaling at the EP2 receptor after early-life injury contribute to
the more permissive environment for activity-dependent synap-
tic strengthening in mature projection neurons. Interestingly, the
administration of lipopolysaccharide to neonatal rats evokes a
persistent upregulation of Cox-2 in the spinal cord (Boissé et al.,
2005). Nonetheless, while Cox-2 is upregulated in the spinal cord
following peripheral inflammation (Beiche et al., 1996; Samad et
al., 2001) and contributes to inflammatory pain (Yamamoto and
Nozaki-Taguchi, 1997; Yaksh et al., 2001), prior evidence points
to a major role for spinal Cox-1 following hindpaw incision
(Yamamoto and Sakashita, 1999; Zhu et al., 2003, 2006). Ulti-
mately, it will be important to elucidate the potential long-term
consequences of neonatal tissue damage for the expression of

Cox-1 and Cox-2, as well as regional prostaglandin levels, in the
developing spinal dorsal horn.

It has long been known that PGE2 significantly alters the bal-
ance between synaptic excitation and inhibition within the spinal
pain network. However, prior work has shown that the dominant
effect of PGE2 in the dorsal horn is to compromise glycinergic
synaptic inhibition (Ahmadi et al., 2002) via action at the �3
subunit of the glycine receptor (GlyR; Harvey et al., 2004). This
likely represents a key driver of chronic pain under pathological
conditions, given the clear importance of glycinergic neurons
(Foster et al., 2015) and GlyR signaling (Acuña et al., 2016) for
suppressing mechanical pain sensitivity. Interestingly, these ear-
lier studies reported that PGE2 application failed to influence
mEPSC frequency (Ahmadi et al., 2002) or the amplitude of pri-
mary afferent-evoked EPSCs (Baba et al., 2001) across the general
population of lamina I–II neurons. While the reasons for this
apparent discrepancy are unknown, one possibility is that PGE2

modulates glutamatergic signaling in a synapse-selective manner
within the SDH. Indeed, while PGE2 consistently evoked poten-
tiation at afferent synapses onto lamina I projection neurons, it
failed to evoke a global elevation in glutamate release onto these
cells as measured by mEPSCs (Fig. 4). A preferential elevation in
the probability of glutamate release at primary afferent terminals
onto projection neurons may be insufficient to significantly in-
crease mEPSC frequency, as most mEPSCs recorded in rodent
dorsal horn neurons reflect glutamate release from local excit-
atory interneurons within the region (Baccei et al., 2003). Overall,
it appears that PGE2 release can increase the excitability of the
SDH via parallel mechanisms that involve dampening inhibitory
tone while strengthening direct primary afferent synapses onto

Figure 8. Minocycline fails to prevent t-LTP at primary afferent synapses onto spino-parabrachial neurons. A, Representative primary afferent-evoked EPSCs before (black) and after (gray) the
administration of the t-LTP pairing protocol in the presence of minocycline to prevent microglial activation. B, Current versus time plot demonstrating a significant potentiation in EPSC amplitude
following the administration of the t-LTP pairing protocol (black bar) in the continued presence of minocycline. C, Bath application of the CX3CR1 ligand fractalkine significantly increased mEPSC
frequency in lamina I neurons (*p 	 0.031; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; left) without influencing mEPSC amplitude ( p 	 0.562; right). D, Minocycline blocked the fractalkine-evoked increase in
mEPSC frequency within lamina I ( p 	 1.0; Wilcoxon signed-rank test; left).
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ascending projection neurons. Of course, the functional implica-
tions of the PGE2-evoked synaptic plasticity within the SDH for
pain perception will ultimately depend on whether such changes
also modify nociceptive signaling within the multiple brain cir-
cuits known to be instrumental for the sensory, affective, and
cognitive dimensions of pain.

In summary, the present findings suggest that PLA2–Cox-2
activity tightly regulates activity-dependent plasticity at sensory
synapses onto the key output neurons of the spinal nociceptive
circuit. This suggests that prostaglandins can directly modulate
the gain of ascending nociceptive transmission to the brain inde-
pendently of their known ability to dampen synaptic inhibition
within the spinal SDH.
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